5:30pm-6:30pm

AGENDA
Updates and Information

Mrs. Hamilton and Mrs. Mathias will
give school and district updates
Highlight/Sharing

Specialist Spotlight

Tips from the Experts

Educational Technology: Supporting
your Student
Question and Answers
Complete the online FORM sharing questions prior to the
event
There will also be the ability to ask questions during the
event.

Current Metrics (10/15/20)
King County Public Health – Total number of
cases over the last 14 days per 100,000
residents
Status: 92 (prior week 73)
Trend: Increasing

www.bsd405.org

Number of COVID-19 outbreaks in BSD
Schools
Status: 0
Trend: No outbreaks identified

Other community health concerns i.e., flu,
mumps, etc.
Status: none
Trend: No trend data established
Student attendance
Status: 93%
Trend: Stable

In Person Learning Delayed Until January
• Elementary students will only be brought
back for broad in-person learning in
January, following Winter Break.
• Secondary students will only be brought
back for broad in-person learning for the
second semester of the school year.
Any decision at that time will be subject to
review of the health data conditions for King
County.

How is attendance taken during remote learning?
Students are expected to take part in learning each school day, virtually.
• School Hours: 8:00-2:30PM M,T,TH,F and 8:00-12:15 W
• 8:00-11:00 Live Instruction
• 12:00-2:30 combination of LIVE small group learning, independent tasks to complete
• Wednesday: combination of LIVE small group learning and independent tasks to
complete
• Attendance is taken daily by the teacher

Attendance Codes:
Tardy: a student is tardy if they show up after attendance is taken
(8:10am)
Absence: a student is absent if he/she does not show up to the morning
learning by 9:30am.
• If your child is going to be tardy or absent, please call or email our
attendance line. wilburtonattendance@bsd405.org OR 425-456-4303
• If your child is marked tardy or absent and we were not alerted, our
attendance secretary (Korina Cantu) will reach out to you.

Resources:
•

BSD Attendance:
https://bsd405.org/schools/attendance/

•

Report an Absence at Wilburton:
https://bsd405.org/wilburton/report-an-absence/

Will there be advanced learning assessments this year in BSD?
The application deadline is Monday, November 30, 2020 at 4:30 p.m.
Resources:
Advanced Learning Services:
• provide identified students with academic services
at an advanced level and accelerated pace
• provide instruction in the core content areas of
language arts, social studies, science and math.
• is designed to meet students’ cognitive and
academic needs at the appropriate level.
• Can be provided at the neighborhood school

• Can be provided at select schools/classrooms if
qualified for all areas (self-contained classrooms)

• BSD Advanced Learning
https://bsd405.org/services/advanced-learning/

Testing Information
• Grades 1-11 may apply for testing
• Testing takes place in December-January
• Results provided in March-April

• If qualified, services will be started in the
fall of the 2021-22 school year.

Music

Physical Education

Stephanie Hazen
Nancy Chibazakura
Colleen Fretz (Orchestra)
Aaron Faletto (Band)

Judy Brison
Haley McGee (Guest Teacher)
Jupinder Gill

Wilburton
Specialists

Computer
Science Specialist

Dani Ward
Art
Bekah Albertson
Lisa Cheung

Library
Elizabeth Roberts
Lauren Jensen

Educational
Technology:

ST MATH
LEXIA
FRECKLE

• Evidence shows that using the applications with
fidelity supports high levels of learning/growth
Fidelity = number of minutes per week

Educational Technology
Applications
• Aligned with the Common Core
Standards
• Adaptive to meet each individual
students’ needs
• Immediate Data for teachers to use
to plan instruction
• Built in review, teaching for students
in the moment
LEXIA
Adaptive Pathway

40 minutes a week

• What do I do, as the parent/guardian to help?

• Ask questions and give them praise for trying
• Ensure they are staying on task and focused on effort (set
a timer!)
• DO NOT GIVE THEM ANSWERS!!!
•
•
•

Productive Struggle is…effortful practice that goes beyond passive reading,
listening, or watching—that builds useful, lasting understanding and skill.
Productive Struggle is…. To help students embrace struggle as part of the learning
process, we have to let them know that it’s OK not to know the answer. The goal is
to participate in the discovery process
Data collected will not be useful if the child is not showing what he/she knows
independently!

Freckle (math)

ST Math

Adaptive Pathway

60-90 minutes a week
60-100 minutes a week

MIND Research Institute created ST Math based on Brain Research
• Visual instructional program that leverages the brain's innate spatial-temporal reasoning
ability to solve mathematical problems.
• Learning through challenging puzzles, non-routine problem solving, and informative
feedback.
• Teaches the foundational concepts visually, then connects the ideas to the symbols and
language.

Check out: https://www.stmath.com/instructional-resources

FAMILY GUIDEBOOKS (with no-tech
games/instructions/materials)
Videos/Materials for “How to Help” your child

Board Game Lists that Inspire Mathematical
Thinking and STEM
ST Math Family Community (Facebook Group)

Lexia: Core 5
• Online adaptive language and literacy platform
• Focused on BIG IDEAS in literacy (Alphabet Knowledge, Phonemic Awareness,
Phonics, Fluency, vocabulary, Comprehension)

Students
• Take an initial placement assessment
• Work in their “pathway” for the
recommended time weekly

Teachers
• Review data often
• Can assign specific lessons to
students as needed
• Use data to support whole class,
small group, and individual
instruction

FRECKLE
• Online adaptive Mathematics Program including fact fluency practice
• Focused on Math Domains: Counting & Cardinality, Operations &Algebraic
Thinking, Number & Operations, Measurement & Data, Geometry

Students
• Take an initial placement assessment
• Work in their “pathway” for the
recommended time weekly
• Work on Fact Fluency weekly

Teachers
• Review data often
• Can assign specific lessons to
students as needed
• Use data to support whole class,
small group, and individual
instruction

EXAMPLE WEEKLY EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY TIME

• Evidence shows that using the applications
with fidelity supports high levels of
learning/growth

Monday: 20 minutes on each (Lexia, Freckle, ST Math)
Tuesday: Pick two! For 20 minutes each
Wednesday: 20-30 minutes on each
Thursday: Pick two! For 20 minutes each
Friday: 20 minutes on each (Lexia, Freckle, ST Math)

Fidelity = number of minutes per week

• What do I do, as the parent/guardian to help?
• Ask questions and give them praise for trying
• Ensure they are staying on task and focused on
effort (set a timer!)
• DO NOT GIVE THEM ANSWERS!!!

Try…
✓ Set a timer

•

✓ Set a routine each day for educational technology
time (during asynchronous learning time between 12:30-2:30 or before

•

school or in the evening)

•

✓ Reward students for their effort! For every 20 minutes
completed, the child gets a star (sticker, color in a square, etc.) When he/she
gets 6 stars, he/she gets a reward (a story read to them, play a game with
you, lego time, maybe a TV show, a treat, etc.)

LEXIA
Adaptive Pathway

40 minutes a week

Productive Struggle is…effortful practice that goes beyond passive
reading, listening, or watching—that builds useful, lasting
understanding and skill.
Productive Struggle is…. To help students embrace struggle as part of
the learning process, we have to let them know that it’s OK not to
know the answer. The goal is to participate in the discovery process
Data collected will not be useful if the child is not showing what he/she
knows independently!

Freckle (math)

ST Math

Adaptive Pathway
Fact Fluency

60-100 minutes a week

60-90 minutes a week

Questions
&
Answers

Wilburton
Parent Teacher Association
Join our PTA for our General Membership
Meeting TONIGHT!
VIRTUAL CATALOG FUNDRAISER
Started Monday, October 19

•INVITE FAMILY & FRIENDS
TO SHOP WITH YOUR
PERSONAL LINK
•40% OF THE PROFITS
COME BACK TO THE
SCHOOL!

Join Us the 2nd Tuesday
of EACH MONTH!
5:30pm

